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Outline:Outline:

•• Testing large angular correlations in the CMB skyTesting large angular correlations in the CMB sky
G.G. EfstathiouEfstathiou, Y.Z. Ma and D. Hanson. MNRAS  407 (2010) 2530, Y.Z. Ma and D. Hanson. MNRAS  407 (2010) 2530

•• Testing early Universe models from BTesting early Universe models from B--mode polarizationmode polarization
Y.Z. Ma, W. Zhao and M.L. Brown, JCAP 10 (2010) 007Y.Z. Ma, W. Zhao and M.L. Brown, JCAP 10 (2010) 007

•• Testing tilted Universe from peculiar velocity fieldTesting tilted Universe from peculiar velocity field
Y.Z. Ma, C. Gordon and H. Feldman, Y.Z. Ma, C. Gordon and H. Feldman, arXivarXiv: 1010.4276: 1010.4276

•• ConclusionConclusion



Does the Universe lack large              Does the Universe lack large              
angular correlations?angular correlations?



Ylm(n) are the spherical  harmonics

Two Points Correlation Function



Arguments of lack of large angular correlationsArguments of lack of large angular correlations

Copi et al. 2009



CHHS08



•• The reason of the low p value: The reason of the low p value: 
cutcut--sky estimator of ACF  on a cut skysky estimator of ACF  on a cut sky

+ a posteriori choices of the form of the S + a posteriori choices of the form of the S 
statistic.statistic.
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The QML estimator effectively performs the reconstruction for a , 
but uses the assumption of statistical isotropy to downweight
‘ambiguous’ modes that are poorly constrained by the sky cut.
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Results forResults for



What is a posteriori statistic?What is a posteriori statistic?





Francis and Peacock

0909.2495

:

All consistent with the 
concordance
LCDM model at the few 
percent level.

1. Argue  that there is a physical alignment of local structure with 
potential fluctuation at LSS that conspires to remove large scale 
correlations outside the Galactic mask. (implausible)  

2. A posteriori statistics



Testing the early Universe Testing the early Universe 
models from CMB Bmodels from CMB B--mode mode 
polarizationpolarization

It is possible to distinguish the schemes It is possible to distinguish the schemes 
of fundamental microscopic physics from of fundamental microscopic physics from 
CMB BCMB B--mode polarizationmode polarization



1. Single field inflation model from 1. Single field inflation model from 
effect field theoryeffect field theory



Lyth bound:

Consistency relation:



2. A possible model of Loop Quantum 2. A possible model of Loop Quantum 
cosmology from LQGcosmology from LQG

Mielczarek et. al, PRD 81:104049,2010 

Grain and Barrau, PRL 102:081301,2009 



Mielczarek et. al, PRD 81:104049,2010 

Grain and Barrau, PRL 102:081301,2009 

Generically, Loop model has a characteristic tilt



3. Cosmic string from 3. Cosmic string from BraneBrane--InflationInflation

CMBACT:

http://www.sfu.ca/levon/cmbact.html.



Models and current data:



Future experiments: Instrumental noisesFuture experiments: Instrumental noises



Constraining Single field slowConstraining Single field slow--roll inflation modelroll inflation model



Loop Quantum Gravity:Loop Quantum Gravity:





Cosmic string from Cosmic string from BraneBrane Inflation:Inflation:





Summary of constraints:Summary of constraints:

SFI model:

LQG model, BICEP+QUaD BB Only:

WMAP7+BAO+H0:

Cosmic String:

BICEP+QUaD, BB Only:

BICEP+QUaD, BB Only:

WMAP5+ACBAR+BOOMERGANG
+CBI+QUaD+BIMA+SDSS+BBN:

Battye and Moss, 1005.0479

Future data will be powerful to constrain these three models and may even 
distinguish them.



Constraining the tilted Universe Constraining the tilted Universe 
from peculiar velocity fieldfrom peculiar velocity field



There are several assumptions in There are several assumptions in 
the analysis of very large bulk flow:the analysis of very large bulk flow:

•• CMB frame is the same as cosmic rest frameCMB frame is the same as cosmic rest frame
•• Small scale velocity dispersion Small scale velocity dispersion 
•• Window function is on scale:Window function is on scale:
but each catalogue has its characteristic scalebut each catalogue has its characteristic scale

•• Directly combine catalogues, which may Directly combine catalogues, which may 
induce induce systematicssystematics



•• Testing the first and second assumptions: Testing the first and second assumptions: 
tilted Universetilted Universe

•• Testing the other assumptions: future Testing the other assumptions: future 
workwork



If there is a relative motion between CMB If there is a relative motion between CMB 
frame and cosmic rest frame:frame and cosmic rest frame:
Observed line of sight 
velocity in cosmic rest 
frame:

Covariance matrix:

Likelihood of tilted 
velocity and small scale 
velocity dispersion:



The angles are 
consistent with 
Watkins et al.2009 



The physical implication of tilted The physical implication of tilted 
velocity:velocity:
SuperSuper--horizon dipole modulation can only be horizon dipole modulation can only be 
generated by generated by isocurvatureisocurvature perturbation:perturbation:

It therefore provides constraints on the number of e-folds of inflation

Primordial isocurvature
fluctuation

inflation

M. Turner 
1991:



Therefore, inflation has to last modest number of e-folds.



Summary:Summary:
•• Apparent lack of large angular correlation:Apparent lack of large angular correlation:
cutcut--sky pixelsky pixel--estimator+ a posteriori statisticestimator+ a posteriori statistic

•• Current BCurrent B--mode polarization data has mode polarization data has 
already reached the constraining level of already reached the constraining level of 
all the other data; future data will be more all the other data; future data will be more 
powerful in constraining early Universe.powerful in constraining early Universe.

•• Tilted Universe is a potentially interesting Tilted Universe is a potentially interesting 
scheme to explain bulk flow phenomena.scheme to explain bulk flow phenomena.


